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Abstract—Multicore processors deliver a higher throughput at lower power consumption than unicore processors. In the near future,

they will thus be widely used in mobile real-time systems. There have been many research on energy-efficient scheduling of

real-time tasks using DVS. These approaches must be modified for multicore processors, however, since normally all the cores in a

chip must run at the same performance level. Thus, blindly adopting existing DVS algorithms that do not consider the restriction will

result in a waste of energy. This article suggests Dynamic Repartitioning algorithm based on existing partitioning approaches of

multiprocessor systems. The algorithm dynamically balances the task loads of multiple cores to optimize power consumption during

execution. We also suggest Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm, which adjusts the number of active cores to reduce leakage power

consumption under low load conditions. Simulation results show that Dynamic Repartitioning can produce energy savings of about

8 percent even with the best energy-efficient partitioning algorithm. The results also show that Dynamic Core Scaling can reduce

energy consumption by about 26 percent under low load conditions.

Index Terms—Real-time systems, real-time scheduling, low-power design, power-aware systems, multicore processors,

multiprocessor systems.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MOBILE real-time systems have seen rapidly increasing
use in sensor networks, satellites, and unmanned

vehicles, as well as personal mobile equipment. Thus, the
energy efficiency of them is becoming an important issue.

The processor is one of the most important power
consumers in any computing system. Considering that
state-of-the-art real-time systems are evolving in complexity
and scale, the demand for high-performance processors will
continue to increase. A processor’s performance, however,
is directly related to its power consumption. As a result, the
processor power consumption is becoming more important
issue as their required performance standards increase.

Over the last decade, manufacturers competed to
advance the performance of processors by raising the clock
frequency. However, the dynamic power consumption
Pdynamic of a CMOS-based processor, the power required
during execution of instructions, is related to its clock
frequency f and operating voltage Vdd as Pdynamic / V 2

dd � f .
And, the relation Vdd / f also holds in these processors. As
a result, the dramatically increased power consumption
caused by high clock frequency has stopped the race, and
they are now concentrating on other ways to improve
performance at relatively low clock frequencies.

One of the representative results from this effort is
multicore architecture [1], which integrates several proces-
sing units (known as cores) into a single chip. Multicore
processors, which are quickly becoming mainstream, can
achieve higher throughput with the same clock frequency.
Thus, power consumption in them is a linear function of the
throughput. As the demand for concurrent processing and
increased energy efficiency grows, it is expected that
multicore processors will become widely used in real-time
systems.

The problem of scheduling real-time tasks on a multicore
processor is the same as that of scheduling on a multi-
processor system. This is an NP-hard problem [2], and
existing heuristic solutions can be divided into two
categories. Partitioned scheduling algorithms [3], [4], [5]
require every execution of a particular task to take place in
the same processor, while global scheduling algorithms [6],
[7], [8] permit a given task to be executed upon different
processors [6]. Partitioned algorithms are based on a divide-
and-conquer strategy. After all tasks have been assigned to
their respective cores, the tasks in each core can be
scheduled using well-known algorithms such as Earliest
Deadline First (EDF) [9] or Rate Monotonic (RM) [10]. Due to
their simplicity and efficiency, partitioned scheduling
algorithms are generally preferred over global scheduling
algorithms.

In addition to the innovation of multicore architecture,
many up-to-date processors also use dynamic voltage
scaling (DVS). DVS adjusts the clock frequency and
operating voltage on the fly to meet changes in the
performance demand.

Multicore processors can also benefit greatly from DVS
technology. Because all the cores in a chip are in the same
clock domain, however, they must all operate at the same
clock frequency and operating voltage [11], [12]. It seems
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that this limitation will remain in force for some years at
least because the design and production of multicore
processors with independent clock domains is still prohibi-
tively expensive.

There has been much research [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]
on how best to use DVS in a unicore processor for real-
time tasks. In systems consisting of multiple DVS
processors, DVS scheduling is easily accomplished using
those existing algorithms on each processor after partition-
ing [13], [14], [15]. In multicore environments, however,
the benefit of this approach is greatly reduced by the
limitation that all cores must share the same clock. Even
though the performance demands of each core may differ
at a given scheduling point, this limitation forces all cores
to work at the highest frequency scheduled. Compared to
a multiprocessor system, a multicore system will thus
consume more power needlessly if the existing DVS
method is adopted blindly.

This paper suggests a dynamic, power-conscious, real-
time scheduling algorithm to resolve this problem. In
general, multicore processors have some caches that are
shared among their cores. Task migration between cores
thus requires less overhead than migration between fully
independent processors. With an exploitation of this
property, Dynamic Repartitioning, which is the suggested
scheme tries to keep the performance demands of each core
balanced by migrating tasks from the core with the highest
demand to the one with the lowest demand. Similar to
multiprocessor systems, the dynamic performance demand
of each core is given by existing DVS algorithms, and the
migration decisions are made at every scheduling time. This
repartitioning of tasks is expected to reduce the dynamic
power consumption by lowering the maximum perfor-
mance demand of the cores at any given moment.

In addition to dynamic power, there is another source of
power consumption that must be considered. Different
from dynamic power, which is consumed during instruc-
tion execution, leakage power is consumed as long as there
is electric current in the circuits. In general, this energy loss
is proportional to the circuit density and the total number of
circuits in the processor. Leakage power has thus been
taking up an increasing proportion of the total power, up to
44 percent in 50 nm technology for an active cycle of a
uniprocessor [18]. And, it will become even more in a
multicore processor for the vastly increased circuits.

In this paper, we also suggest a method of reducing the
leakage power by adjusting the number of active cores.
Dynamic Core Scaling decides on the optimal number of
cores for the current performance demand and tries to meet
this criterion as far as all deadlines are guaranteed.
Dynamic Core Scaling is expected to save a considerable
amount of leakage power in low load periods, where the
leakage power makes up a large fraction of the total power
consumption.

The suggested Dynamic Repartitioning and Dynamic
Core Scaling methods were evaluated through simulations
by applying them to a well-known processor power model.
The target task sets in the simulations were designed to
demonstrate the behavior of the algorithm under diverse
environments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews existing research on the use of DVS in real-time
unicore processor systems and on the development of
energy-efficient scheduling algorithms in multiprocessor
and multicore systems. Section 3 defines the problem and
describes the power consumption model used in this paper.
In Section 4, we describe Dynamic Repartitioning algorithm
as a way of efficiently reducing clock frequencies. In
Section 5, we introduce Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm,
which reduces the leakage power by adjusting the number
of activated cores. Section 6 presents simulation results for
the two algorithms, and Section 7 summarizes our
conclusions.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 DVS on a Unicore Processor

In this paper, the WCET of a task will be taken as the time
required to finish the worst-case execution path at
maximum performance. The actual WCET of a task is the
scaled value of its WCET to the current performance, and it
increases linearly as performance degrades. In this paper,
we will use the term utilization of a task to refer to its WCET
divided by its period. It means the fraction of processor
time dedicated to the task at maximum performance. A
matter of course, the relative utilization of a task which is
based on its actual WCET is also grows as the performance
degrades.

EDF is the optimal algorithm for preemptible periodic
real-time task scheduling. Defining the utilization of a task
as the value of its WCET divided by its period, EDF can
guarantee meeting the deadlines of all task sets for which
the sum of all task utilization is less than one. Based on this
property, Pillai and Shin [13] suggested three DVS schedul-
ing heuristics: Static, Cycle conserving, and Look ahead.

The Static algorithm adjusts the clock frequency so that
the total relative utilization of all tasks is 1.0. For example,
the total relative utilization of the task set in Table 1 is 0.746.
If the execution time of all tasks is inversely proportional to
the clock frequency, then we can achieve the highest
possible energy efficiency while still meeting all deadlines
by scaling the performance down to 0.746 times the
maximum clock frequency.

A given task may be finished earlier than its WCET, and
the actual execution time changes with every period. If the
tasks in Table 1 have actual execution times as given in
columns cc1 and cc2 during their first and second periods,
respectively, then idle periods will result even executing at
the frequency given by the Static algorithm. This means that
the frequency could be lowered further.

To exploit this phenomenon, the Cycle-conserving
algorithm adopts the notion of dynamic utilization, which
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is updated whenever the tasks are scheduled and finished.
On the completion of a task, it updates the utilization based
on the task’s actual execution time. The next time the task
begins executing, however, its utilization is restored to the
original value based on the task’s WCET. In this manner,
the Cycle-conserving algorithm may choose a lower
frequency than the Static algorithm during the period
between a task’s completion and the start of its next period.
It thus saves more energy than the Static algorithm.

Fig. 1 shows an example of the Cycle-conserving
algorithm at work. The actual execution time of �1 is 2 ms
(Fig. 1a). The utilization of �1 is thus updated from 3/8 to
2/8 after its first execution, and the total utilization of the
task set decreases to 0.621. At this point (Fig. 1b), the
processor will be operated at 0.621 times the highest
frequency. The utilization of �2 drops from 3/10 to 1/10
after completion, and as a result, �3 can be executed at
0.421 times the highest frequency. The actual execution
flow under the Cycle-conserving algorithm for both rounds
is shown in Fig. 1c.

Cycle conserving is expected to lead to a higher energy
efficiency than the Static algorithm, because it reduces the
frequency during idle periods. As shown in Fig. 1c, at the start
of each new period, it assumes the worst case for the current
task. As a result, the frequency tends to start high and
decrease gradually as tasks are completed. If the actual
execution times of most tasks fall short of their WCET,
however, it is better to start with a low frequency and defer
the use of high-frequency processing as long as all deadlines

can be met. This is the basic concept of the Look-ahead
algorithm. When actual execution times usually fall short of
their corresponding WCETs, the Look-ahead algorithm gives
better results than Cycle-conserving. In cases where the
actual execution times are usually close to their WCETs,
however, Cycle conserving is the better choice.

A variety of DVS algorithms have been proposed in
addition to these. Aydin et al. [14], for example, have
suggested the Generic Dynamic Reclaiming Algorithm
(GDRA) and Aggressive Speed Adjustment (AGR) algo-
rithms. GDRA is in many respects similar to the Cycle-
conserving algorithm; AGR, however, sets the frequency
based on the execution history of the tasks. Gruian [15]
suggested an algorithm that starts at a low frequency and
increases the processing speed gradually based on the
statistics of the actual execution times. Kim et al. [17] also
suggested the method to utilize slack time, which is based
on the expectation of the slack time occurrences. These
alternative approaches are helpful in cases, where trends are
visible in the actual execution times, for example, when the
most recent execution time is related to the previous one.

2.2 Power-Aware Scheduling on Multiprocessors

Besides the problem of deciding which task to execute at a
certain time, multiprocessor real-time systems must also
decide which processor the task will run on. Partitioned
scheduling is the most widely used solution to this NP-hard
problem. In partitioned scheduling, every processor has its
own task queue, and in an initial stage, each task is
partitioned into one of these queues. Each processor’s task
set is scheduled with a single-processor scheduling algo-
rithm such as EDF or RM [3], [5]. The partitioning itself is
one variant of the well-known Knapsack problem, for
which a number of heuristics such as Best Fit, Worst Fit, and
Next Fit are known to work well.

The partitioning approach has the advantage of utilizing
DVS. Any of the many possible DVS algorithms described
in Section 2.1 can be used to adjust the frequency of each
processor and its associated task set. To maximize the
energy efficiency, however, the utilizations of each parti-
tioned set should be well balanced [4]; this is because the
dynamic power consumption increases as the cube of the
utilization.

Aydin and Yang [4] proved that it is also an NP-hard
problem to partition a list of tasks into a given number of
sets that are optimally load balanced, with the guarantee
that each task set can be scheduled on the system. They also
showed that among well-known heuristics, worst fit
decreasing (WFD) generates the most balanced sets. WFD
applies the worst-fit algorithm to the tasks after sorting
them in order of decreasing task utilization.

There are also many scheduling heuristics for the variety

configurations of target environments. Gruian [19] proposed

a simulated annealing approach in multiprocessor energy

efficient scheduling with the considerations of precedence

constraints and predictable execution time for each task.

Chen et al. [20] suggested an approximation algorithm

with different approximation bounds for processors with/

without constraints on processor speeds for the task set with

common periods. Anderson and Baruah [21] suggested the
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trade-off between increasing the number of processor and

increasing the performance of each processor is explored,

and they also suggested algorithms to solve the problem

with static analysis. However, even though the many works

have been done, most of them are based on the static

analysis of the WCETs of tasks and have little consideration

for utilizing slack time.

2.3 Power-Aware Scheduling on Multicores

While much research has examined the problem of energy-
efficient scheduling for single-processor or multiprocessor
systems, little work has been done on multicore processors.

Nikitovic and Brorsson [22] assumed an adaptive chip-
multicore processor (ACMP) architecture, in which the
cores have several operating modes (RUN, STANDBY, and
DORMANT) and can change their state dynamically and
independently according to the performance demand. They
suggested some scheduling heuristics for ACMP systems
and demonstrated that these heuristics save a significant
amount of energy for non-real-time task sets compared to a
high-frequency unicore processor. Although this work
introduced the benefits of processors with multiple cores
that can change their operating mode independently, it
does not take into consideration the demands of real-time
task sets.

The first energy-efficient approach to real-time scheduling
on a multicore processor was suggested by Yang et al. [12],
who assumed a DVS-enabled chip multiprocessor (DVS-
CMP). In DVS-CMP systems, all cores share the same clock
frequency but a core can “sleep” independently if it has no
work to do. Yang et al. proved that the energy efficient
scheduling of periodic real-time tasks on DVS-CMP system is
an NP-hard problem. They thus suggested a heuristic
algorithm for scheduling a framed, periodic, real-time task
model. In this model all tasks have the same period, share a
deadline which is equal to the end of the period, and start at
the same time. As shown in Fig. 2, the suggested algorithm
starts executing tasks at a low performance. As time goes on,
cores with no tasks to run will be set to the sleep state. When
the number of sleeping cores increases, the frequency must
also increase to meet the deadlines of tasks that have not been
finished yet. In this manner the number of cores running in a
high frequency mode is reduced, and a significant amount of
energy will be saved. The applications of this algorithm are
limited, however, because it can be only used for the framed
real-time systems in which all tasks have same dead-lines
and starting points. Moreover it is also a static approach. In
other words, it does not take into account cases where the

actual execution times may be shorter than the WCETs,
which are close to the real world. If this is so, then additional
energy can be saved with a dynamic approach.

3 SYSTEM MODEL

3.1 Task Set Model

The assumed target tasks are executed periodically, and
each should be completed before its given deadline. A
completed task rests in sleep state until its next period
begins, at the start of which the task will again be
activated and prepared for execution. The tasks have no
interdependency.

A task set T is defined by (1), where �i is the
ith individual task in T . Each task has its own predefined
period pi and WCET wi; the latter is defined as the
maximum execution time required to complete �i at the
highest possible processor frequency. The real worst-case
execution time of �i thus increases from wi as the clock
frequency decreases. The nearest deadline at the current
time is defined as di:

T ¼ �1ðp1; w1Þ; . . . ; �nðpn; wnÞf g: ð1Þ

The utilization ui of task �i is defined by (2). A
proportion ui of the total number of cycles of a core will
be dedicated to executing �i:

ui ¼ wi=pi: ð2Þ

U , the total utilization of T , is defined as (3):

U ¼
X
8�i2T

ui: ð3Þ

The processor S consists of multiple cores and is defined
in (4). The nth core in S is denoted as Cn. The number of
cores in S is denoted as m. Each core is assumed to have
identical structure and performance. We also assume that
resource sharing between the cores does not introduce any
interference overhead. We have

S ¼ fC0; . . . ; Cmg: ð4Þ

F , the relative performance of S and the scaling factor for
the operating clock frequency, is a number between 0 and 1.
If the performance demand on S is F , then the actual
frequency is the highest possible frequency of S multiplied
by the factor F .

The system follows the partitioned scheduling approach;
any well-known heuristic such as BFD, NFD, etc., may be
adopted. The partitioned state of T on S is denoted P, and
the partitioned task set allocated to core Cn is denoted as Pn.
The utilization of Pn is defined by (5):

Un ¼
X
8�i2Pn

ui: ð5Þ

For ease of description and explanation, we further
define the two functions given by (6) and (7). �ð�iÞ gives the
core that �i was initially partitioned into, and �ð�iÞ gives the
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core that �i is currently located in. This distinction is
necessary because we will dynamically migrate tasks
between the cores:

�ð�iÞ ¼ Cj in which �i was initially partitioned; ð6Þ

�ð�iÞ ¼ Cj in which �i is currently partitioned: ð7Þ

Each partitioned task set is scheduled using EDF on its
corresponding core. The performance demand of each core
is decided by running the Cycle-conserving algorithm on
each core individually.

To apply the Cycle-conserving algorithm, we define
some dynamically updated variables. The Cycle-conserving
utilization li of task �i, which is initially equal to ui, is
defined by (8). After the execution of a task, li is updated
using the most recent actual execution time cci as the
numerator of (2) instead of wi. After the period pi elapses,
the task will be executed again and may now meet the worst
case execution conditions; the utilization of the task will
thus be reset to ui. As a result, li is updated after every
deadline of �i:

li ¼
wi=pi if �i is unfinished
cci=pi if �i is finished:

�
ð8Þ

Ln, the dynamic utilization of core Cn, is defined by (9).
Ln is the current performance demand on Cn. Thus, as long
as F is greater than Ln, all the deadlines of tasks in Cn will
be met by the EDF scheduling algorithm. We will also use L
to refer to the Cycle-conserving utilization of a core when
the context is unambiguous. Thus, L of Ci also means Li:

Ln ¼
X

8 finished �i2Pn

cci
pi
þ

X
8 unfinished �i2Pn

wi
pi
: ð9Þ

3.2 Power Model

The total power consumption of a CMOS-based processor
consists of its dynamic power Pdynamic and its leakage power
Pleakage. We construct a processor model to evaluate the
energy efficiency of the proposed algorithms.

Most of Pdynamic is the capacitive switching power
consumed during circuit charging and discharging. Gen-
erally, it is the largest part in the processor power during
executing instruction. Pdynamic can be expressed in terms of
the operating voltage Vdd, the clock frequency f , and the
switching capacity cl as follows [23]:

Pdynamic ¼ cl � V 2
dd � f: ð10Þ

The clock frequency f is itself related to several other
factors, as given by (11). The threshold voltage Vth is a
function of the body bias voltage Vbs, as seen in (12). Here,
Vth1

, �, K1, and K2 are constants depending on the processor
fabrication technology. Generally, � is between 1 and 2, so
raising Vdd above the threshold voltage enables the
processor to increase the clock frequency. In the assumed
processor model, the change of f is assumed to accompany
with switching Vdd to the lowest allowable point:

f ¼ ðVdd � VthÞ
�

LdK6
; ð11Þ

Vth ¼ Vth1
�K1 � Vdd �K2 � Vbs: ð12Þ

Pleakage is caused by leakage current, which flows even
while no instructions are being executed. To calculate the
leakage power consumption, we adopt a processor power
used in existing research [24], [25]. Pleakage mainly consists of
the subthreshold leakage current Isubn and the reverse bias
junction current Ij. Pleakage can be expressed as a function of
these two variables, as in (13).
Isubn is defined by (14), where Lg is the number of

components in the circuit. K3, K4, and K5 are constants
determined by the processor fabrication technology:

Pleakage ¼ Lg � ðVdd � Isubn þ j Vbs j � IjÞ; ð13Þ

Isubn ¼ K3 � eK4Vdd � eK5Vbs : ð14Þ

The processor cores are assumed to consume both Pdynamic
and Pleakage while executing instructions, and only Pleakage
during idle periods.

A multicore processor actually has some shared compo-
nents as well, such as processor caches, buses, and so on. In
this paper, we do not count the power consumption from
these shared components because our goal is to reduce the
power consumption of the cores themselves. The power
consumption of a multicore processor is thus simply
obtained by summing the power consumption of the
individual cores.

The core is assumed to have two operating modes: an
active state, in which it is able to execute instructions and a
sleep state in which it ceases working and rests with
minimized power consuming. In the sleep state, the only
possible operation is a transition into the active state. In this
paper, we assume that the state transition introduces no
additional overhead because this factor can be treated easily
in practical implementations.

In the sleep state, it is assumed that there is no Pdynamic
and that Pleakage is 3 percent of Pleakage at the active state with
current frequency f [26].

To simulate the power consumption model just de-
scribed, we adopt the realistic constants [24] given in Table 2.
These constants have been scaled to 70 nm technology and
are based on the original values [25] of Transmeta’s Crusoe
Processor which uses 180 nm technology.

By adopting the constants in Table 2, we obtain the
power consumption function depicted in Fig. 3. As f

decreases, the ratio of Pleakage to Ptotal increases. Below
1.5 GHz, Pleakage is greater than Pdynamic. Pdynamic increases
rapidly as f increases, however, and Ptotal thus rapidly
increases in the high f domain.
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4 DYNAMIC REPARTITIONING

Because Pdynamic / f3, minimizing Pdynamic in a multicore
processor for a given task set is essentially the problem of
generating partitioned task sets with the most balanced
utilization [4]. However, even though the initial partitioned
state is well-balanced the performance demand on each
core changes frequently during runtime. Thus, to achieve a
consistently low power consumption, the performance
demand of each core must stay balanced during operation.

The intuitive way to solve the temporal unbalance is
migrating some tasks on the fly from the core with high
load the core with low load. To migrate tasks safely we
made a simple analysis.

Notion of safe temporal task migration. At a time
point T in the current period of �i, the remaining dynamic
utilization of �i, u

0
i, is defined as (15). cmi is executed time

of �i normalized to the maximum performance by the
present time in this period. It shows how much additional
processor performance is required to finish the remaining
work of �i until its next deadline di. To be completed
before di, the processor performance as much as u0i should
be reserved for �i from now to di:

u0i ¼
wi � cmi

di � T
: ð15Þ

If a certain task �i is migrated from Csrc into Cdst at T ,
then Lsrc and Ldst should be adjusted for matching the load
change. The new Ldst is decided as (16). By adding u0i, the
sufficient processor cycles to finish the remaining part of �i
before di will be provided to Ldst.
�i will be finished before di in Cdst, and all the additional

processor cycles to process �i will be supplied and
consumed by that time. Therefore, L0dst will be same as
Ldst after di:

L0dst ¼
Ldst þ u0i until di
Ldst after di:

�
ð16Þ

As a matter of course, L0dst is larger than Ldst until di.
Thus, before migrating a task, the maximum L0dst should be
guaranteed not to exceed 1.0. Let us define the maximum Ln

from the current time to a certain time point t according to
the current schedule as Mn;t. Importing �i into Cdst can be
done only when u0i þMdst;di < 1:0.

If �i has the nearest deadline among the unfinished tasks
scheduled in Csrc, exporting �i can be treated as if it was
finished at that time. Thus, Lsrc can be updated using (9). In
this paper, we will allow the migration of a task only if it
has the nearest deadline among the unfinished tasks in Psrc.

This migration is only effective for the current period.
After the period, the migrated task should be returned to its
original core. However, returning to the original core is only
conceptual. If the condition can be met, the task that was
executed in a foreign core can be exported into the same
core again right after the next release and this will be seen
as the task remains for its next period.

A migrated task may be finished earlier than its worst
case execution time. It allows reducing L0dst as (17), which is
a combination of (16) and (9):

L00dst ¼
Ldst þ cci�cmi

di�T until di
Ldst after di:

�
ð17Þ

The migration operations can be overlapped and taken
in recursive manner. In other words, a task executed in a
foreign core that was migrated from the original core can
be exported to the other core within the period as long as
the conditions are met. Moreover, if a core has imported a
task that is not completed yet, it can export multiple tasks
to the other cores as long as the tasks have the nearest
deadline among the unfinished tasks in the core at the
exporting time.

We now suggest a dynamic approach to balancing the
dynamic utilizations of each core as follows:

Notion of dynamic repartitioning. Let us assume that
the partitioned state P has been generated as defined in
Section 3.1. We further define the variables Lmax and Lmin as
the maximum and minimum L values among all cores at
calling time:

8Cn 2 S; Lmax � Ln; ð18Þ

8Cn 2 S; Lmin � Ln: ð19Þ

For each core, Cmax and Cmin, which are the cores that
have Lmax and Lmin, respectively, if 9�k such that
ð�k 2 PmaxÞ ^ ðu0k þ Lmin < LmaxÞ, temporally migrating �k
from Pmax to Pmin will lower the performance demand of
processor S.

Our approach will replace P with P0 that ðP0max ¼
Pmax�f�kgÞ^ ðP0min¼Pminþf�kgÞ ^ ð8Cn2S�fCmax; Cming;
P0n ¼ PnÞ until dk. Under the initial partitioned state P, all
deadlines are guaranteed to be met because 8Cn 2 S, Un < 1
by the assumption. If the above conditions are met, then all
deadlines will also be met under P0. As this partition is the
result of migrating �k 2 Cmax to Cmin, it follows that 8Cn 2 S,
Un < 1. Similarly, the repartitioned state P00 based on P0 is
obtained by temporarily migrating a certain task �l fromC0max
to C0min (as determined on P0) until dl and P00 also guarantees
all deadlines until a certain task �l 2 fP00max [ P00ming.

If we compare Lmax (of P) to L0max (of P0), it will always
be true that Lmax > L0max, at least until a new period starts
for one of the tasks in C0max. All the cores except for Cmax
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and Cmin remain unchanged. Thus, while using P0 instead
of P, all the cores will be operated at the frequency
conforming to L0max not Lmax. This frequency will always be
lower, so the power consumption will be reduced.

Algorithm 1 describes the proposed Dynamic Reparti-
tioning algorithm in detail. The repartitioning function is
called whenever a task is completed or a new task period
starts. Its purpose is to balance the dynamic utilizations of
all cores by migrating tasks between the cores. The function
migrates the task in Cmax with the lowest required
utilization at that time to Cmin.

Algorithm 1. Dynamic repartitioning.

�ðCÞ returns a task �r such that:

8�i where �ð�iÞ ¼ C,

ðdi � dr > 0Þ ^ ðu0r > 0Þ ^ ð�ð�rÞ ¼ CÞ
Cmax returns the core with the highest L

Cmin returns the core with the lowest L

Mn;i returns the maximum Ln from the calling point

to the time i with the current schedule
8m 2 S, Lm is calculated by

(9) and (16) at every use

8�i 2 T , di is updated

to the next dead-line of �i at every release of �i
8�i 2 T , u0i is decided by (15)

repartitioning():

while (true)
Csrc �Cmax
�i ��ðCsrcÞ
Cdst �Cmin
if ððLdst þ u0i < LsrcÞ ^ ðu0i þMdst;di < 1:0ÞÞ

�ð�iÞ �Cdst
else

break

upon task releaseð�iÞ:
�ð�iÞ ��ð�iÞ
repartitioning()

upon task completionð�iÞ:
repartitioning()

This migration process continues until the difference
between the most recent calculations of Lmax and Lmin is less
than the remaining dynamic utilization of the task currently
scheduled in Cmax. In other words, after repartitioning is
complete the maximum difference between the dynamic
utilizations of the cores will be less than the remaining
dynamic utilization of the scheduled task in Cmax. This
approach thus restores the balance whenever the actual
performance demands among cores changes significantly.

The performance demand of the source and the destina-
tion cores are corrected following (9) and (16), which are
based on Cycle-conserving EDF algorithm after each
migration. Before task migrations, the described safe
temporal migration conditions are checked. Therefore, the
schedules after calling repartitioning will keep all the
deadlines as long as the original schedules guaranteed all
the deadlines.

The suggested algorithm uses the currently scheduled
task in Cmax as a victim to be migrated. This way of
selecting the victim simplifies the calculation of the
performance demand in the source core of the migration
into that of Cycle-conserving algorithm.

If the victim is chosen among all the unfinished task, the
possibility to pick a victim successfully will be heightened.
However, in those cases, the performance demand for the
source core should be summing the remaining dynamic
utilization values of unfinished tasks in the core. And, the
performance demand update from early completed tasks
should be changed based on that.

In addition to that method, if a system designer knows
the characteristics of target tasks and systems in advance,
there can be introduced many heuristics for picking up
victims to be more efficient and more effective. Also, the
task migration and scheduling overhead can be considered
in a heuristic.

However, since the primary purpose of this paper is not
suggesting the best heuristics algorithm, we will not
describe those heuristics in detail and also the evaluation
for dynamic repartitioning scheme will be done with the
basic algorithm described in Algorithm 1.

5 DYNAMIC CORE SCALING

Multicore processors have a higher energy efficiency than
equivalent unicore processors because they can produce the
same throughput at lower clock frequencies. This benefit,
however, is primarily due to the reduction of their dynamic
power consumption.

But, the situation is not same for leakage power. Leakage
power increases as the scale of fabrication technology
advances. Generally, a fivefold increase in leakage current,
which is the source of leakage power is predicted with each
technology generation [27]. And, it is proportional to the
total number of circuits, which is significantly larger in a
multicore processor than in a traditional processor. Thus,
multicore processors and finer fabrication technologies both
increase the proportion of total power consumption that can
be ascribed to leakage.

The ratio of leakage power to total power also gets higher
as the operating frequency decreases, because dynamic
power is a cubic function of the frequency, and leakage
power is a linear function. As a result, increasing the
number of cores may result in a lower energy efficiency at
low loads under a certain threshold, where the increased
leakage power from the increased core dominates the
decreased dynamic power. The relationship between power
consumption, operating frequency, and number of cores is
depicted in Fig. 4. While under high task loads, having
more cores is always more efficient; below a certain task
load, having more cores actually consumes more energy. In
the assumed environment, this point lies at about 1.2 GHz
or 0.4 times the maximum performance.

Most commercial multicore processors are designed with
the ability to dynamically adjust the number of active cores.
Each core is independently able to make a transition to any
of the standard ACPI processor states [28], [29]. Some
leakage power can thus be saved by simply adapting the
number of active cores to the task set load at the initial stage
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statically. Because the dynamic utilization is always chan-
ging, however, an even higher energy efficiency can be
achieved with dynamic approach. In this section, we
suggest a Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm that changes
the state of each core on the fly.

To determine the optimal number of cores, the relation-
ship between task set utilization, the number of active cores,
and the total power consumption must be identified. We
analyze this relationship using the power model introduced
in Section 3.2.

Because the execution pattern of a task is not related to
the number of active cores, the relative performance F is a
function only of Utotal and the total core number m, as given
by (20):

F ¼ Utotal=m: ð20Þ

As we are concerned with dynamic behavior, we should
use the dynamic utilization instead of the static utilization:

F ¼ L=m: ð21Þ

Furthermore, recall that the real clock frequency is
expressed by (22):

f ¼ F � Fmax: ð22Þ

Equation (23) defines the power consumption expectation
function X. Its parameters are n, the number of active cores,
and L, the dynamic utilization of the task set. This equation
is derived from (10) and (13). Vdd is expressed by (24), which
is derived from (11) and (12):

XðL; nÞ ¼ n clV
2
ddf þ LgðVddIsubn þ jVbsjIjÞ

� �
; ð23Þ

Vdd ¼
ðfLdK6Þ

1
� þ Vth1 �K2Vbs
K1 þ 1

: ð24Þ

The function X can be used to determine the number of
active cores n that minimizes X for a given L.

Equation (23) will be frequently used but is sufficiently
complex that it may introduce a non-negligible overhead.
For real-world implementation, we therefore recommend a
hash table that maps L to the optimal number of active
cores. This allows the optimal number of active cores to be
decided at a constant and minimal time cost.

Returning to the main problem, note that the appropriate

core number for a system is not always the power-optimal

core number derived from X. It may happen that a given

task set simply cannot be scheduled on the power-optimal

number of cores. The problem of deciding the power-

optimal core number able to schedule a given task set is of

NP-hard complexity because the power-optimal scheduling

problem of framed real-time task sets, which is the special

instance of the problem we are dealing have NP-hard

complexity [20]. Conversely, whether or not the optimal

number of cores can schedule a given task set is thus also an

NP-hard problem [4]. As a result, we need to find a heuristic

algorithm that can obtain a near-optimal solution. We

suggest the following Dynamic Core Scaling algorithm for

this purpose, as defined in Algorithms 2 and 3.

Algorithm 2. Dynamic core scaling.

II is the set of inactivated C

AA is the set of activated C

�ðLÞ returns

n for the lowest X under L in (23)

Ncur returns the number of currently activated cores

Cexp returns the core with the highest U in II

Cmax returns the core with the highest L in AA

Cmin returns the core with the lowest L in AA

�ðCÞ returns a task �j such that:

8�i where �ð�iÞ ¼ C,

ðdi � dj > 0Þ ^ ðu0j > 0Þ ^ ð�ð�jÞ ¼ CÞ
Mn;i returns the maximum Ln from the calling point

to the time i with the current schedule

8m 2 S, Lm is calculated

by (9) and (16) at every use
8�i 2 T , di is updated

to the next deadline of �i at every release of �i
8�i 2 T , u0i is decided by (15)

upon task releaseð�iÞ:
if ð�ð�iÞ 2 AAÞ

�ð�iÞ ��ð�iÞ
else

if ðtry to migrateð�i; CminÞ ¼ failureÞ
Activate �ð�iÞ
�ð�iÞ ��ð�iÞ

while ðNcur < �ðLÞÞ
Activate Cexp

repartition()

upon task completionð�iÞ:
Nopt ��ðLÞ
while ðNopt < NcurÞ

if ðtry to shrinkðÞ ¼ failureÞ
break

repartitioning()
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Algorithm 3. Dynamic core scaling (continued).
repartitioning():

while (true)

Csrc �Cmax
�i ��ðCsrcÞ
Cdst �Cmin
if ðLdst þ u0i > LsrcÞÞ

break

if ðtry to migrateð�i; CdstÞ ¼ failureÞ
break

try_to_shrink():

Csrc �Cmin
while (9�i such that �ð�iÞ ¼ Csrc)
�i ��ðCsrcÞ
if ð�ð�iÞ 2 AAÞ
Cdst ¼ �ð�iÞ

else

Cdst ¼ Cmin
if ðtry to migrateð�i; CdstÞ ¼ failureÞ

return failure

Inactivate Csrc

try to migrateð�i; CmÞ:
if ðMm;di þ u0i < 1:0Þ

�ð�iÞ �Cm
return success

else

return failure

The algorithm is called when a new period starts and
when a task is completed. It determines the optimal core
number for given L, which is newly updated with each
change in the task state. If the optimal number is smaller
than the current number of active cores, try_to_shrink will be
called to reduce the number of active cores. If the optimal
number exceeds the current number of active cores, the
Activate function will be called to increase the number of
active cores.

All the tasks in a core to be shrunk need to be migrated to
other cores. Thus, try_to_shrink chooses the core with the
lowest L because it will probably have the fewest tasks to
migrate.

The core that was chosen as a victim since it has the
lowest performance demand should migrate all the tasks
scheduled in it to the other cores. Similar to repartitioning in
Algorithm 1, choosing the task for migration is done in the
earliest deadline-first order. The chosen task will be
migrated into the core with the lowest performance demand
at that point. The finished tasks need not to be considered in
this stage since they will be migrated into the core that have
the lowest performance demand at that time. The victim
core will be inactivated after migrating all the unfinished
tasks in it.

When try_to_shrink is called, it is usually the case that all
the partitioned sets have low L. On many occasions, it is
thus possible to migrate all the victim’s tasks to other cores.
There are also many conditions, however, where this is
impossible. If try_to_shrink confirms that migration opera-
tions cannot proceed, it signals failure and stops its

operation. In such cases, the algorithm gives up no more
task exporting and returns to the caller. In this case, the
victim core might export many tasks already. However,
calling repartitioning after shrinking operations will remedy
the problem.

An activation of a slept core occurs when the current
active core number is less than the power-optimal number.
The decision of whether or not to expand is made whenever
L increases. It is also done when a task was newly released,
and it is unable to be scheduled in Cmin. Activation
operation does not include importing tasks into the newly
activated core. This will be done by repartitioning function,
which will be called after the activation operations.

The repartitioning function of this algorithm, which
balances the L values of the cores, is not very different
from repartitioning function of Algorithm 1. It moves the
earliest unfinished deadline task in Cmax to the Csrc.

As Dynamic Repartitioning, the heuristic algorithm
suggested in Algorithm 2-Algorithm 3 is suggested for
proving of concept. IfL varies rapidly in large values, we can
set a threshold L value for shrinking operation to prevent
excessively frequent shrinking and expanding operations.
Also known properties of a target system will help building
more efficient and effective heuristic algorithms.

6 EVALUATION

The suggested algorithms were evaluated by simulating the
model described in Section 3.2. The simulator randomly
generates task sets with user-defined properties such as
average period, average WCET, Utotal, and so on. It can also
generate initial partitions for the task sets with a variety of
heuristics, including Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD), First-Fit
Decreasing (FFD), Next-Fit Decreasing (NFD), and the
aforementioned WFD. The results of the suggested algo-
rithms were compared to Cycle-conserving algorithm for
each task set.

There are many factors that can affect energy consump-
tion in real-time DVS. Based on related research [13], [21],
[4], [14], [7], [15], we identified the factors given in Table 3
as especially important and varied their values to simulate
different situations.

The number of integrated cores is from 4 to 16.
Considering that a few quad core processors are already
in the market and within a decade processors with tens or
hundreds cores may be shipped [30], it is close to real-world
configurations.
� in Table 3 is an upper limit on the u that a task can

get. The u of the tasks are randomly generated and follow
a uniform distribution under �. The task load is U
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divided by m. This refers to the relative static perfor-
mance demand of a core when the tasks are partitioned
into well-balanced sets.

The actual execution time of a task is generated
whenever its new period starts during the simulation. It is
drawn from a uniform random distribution within one of
the predefined ranges given in Table 3. The benefits of the
suggested algorithms are expected to depend on the
relationship between actual execution times and the WCET.
We thus define three different distribution ranges to obtain
results under a variety of realistic operating conditions.

Before the evaluation of the suggested algorithms, as a
preliminary study, we made a simple experiment to
evaluate the energy loss from the shared clock frequency
among cores, which is dealt in this paper. Fig. 5 shows the
difference of energy consumption between a multicore
system and a multiprocessor system for the same task sets.
Each processor in the multiprocessor system is assumed to
have equivalent performance and power consumption to a
core in the multicore system. The number of processors in
the multiprocessor system is same as the number of cores in
the multicore system.

The difference of energy consumption grows as the
number of the processing elements equipped in the system

increases. About 10 percent of energy was lost with the 4-core
processor and about 20 percent of additional energy was
consumed with 16-core processor. It is because, as the more
cores are integrated, the probability grows that only a core
have exceptionally high-performance demand while those of
the other cores remain low.

As mentioned earlier, in traditional multiprocessor
environments, the WFD method produces the most en-
ergy-efficient partition. This result is verified by our
simulations in the assumed multicore environment as well.
Fig. 6 shows the results of combining different partitioning
heuristics with the suggested algorithms. The energy
consumption is normalized in each case to that of the
WFD partition. WFD is definitely the most energy-efficient
partitioning approach under the multicore system.

As expected, WFD is also the most energy-efficient
partitioning approach under our Dynamic Repartitioning
algorithm. The energy consumption is noticeably reduced,
however, under all four initial partitions. Under low load
conditions (0.5) and the Cycle-conserving algorithm, the
difference between BFD and WFD is 54 percent. Under
Dynamic Repartitioning, the difference between BFD and
WFD is only about 15 percent. This is because the balance
between the partitions was improved during runtime by
Dynamic Repartitioning. Even under high load conditions,
Dynamic Repartitioning conserves 28 percent of the energy
consumed by the Cycle-conserving algorithm. (This number
refers to the BFD partition, but the other two non-WFD
partitions produce similar results.) Because WFD produces
well-balanced partitions to begin with, the benefit of
Dynamic Repartitioning is significantly reduced but still
significant.

Considering Core Scaling under low load, there is much
performance margin and for that a shrink operation
successes with high probability. Thus, the number of
active cores (and thus, the energy efficiency) chosen by the
algorithm barely depend on the initial partition. Because
during the shrink operations, many repartitioning opera-
tions are done, and the repartitioning operations are based
on WFD. Compared to Cycle Conserving, Dynamic Core
Scaling consumed about 40 percent less energy in cases not
based on WFD and about 13 percent even in cases based
on WFD.
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The effect of the suggested algorithms on efficiency

depends heavily on the task set load, the actual execution

times, and the number of cores in the processor.
Fig. 7 presents the evaluation results of various actual

execution time ranges under the two task loads in a 4-core

processor. At 0.5 task load and 0.3 average cc, if all the tasks

are evenly partitioned, then the L of each core will be

somewhere between 0.05 and 0.5. After some time,

unfinished tasks and finished tasks may coexist because

the tasks have different periods. The actual L of a task thus

tends to be less than 0.5. In the assumed environment, the

lowest available frequency is 0.33 times the maximum

frequency. Thus, when L is usually below 0.33, there may

be little difference between the Cycle-conserving and

Dynamic Repartitioning algorithms. This tendency is well

illustrated in Figs. 7a, 8a, and 9a.
As the difference between WCET and cc becomes more

important, Dynamic Repartitioning is expected to work

better. This tendency is also apparent in the evaluation

results when the task load is high, and the average cc is low.

In the case with average cc ¼ 0:3 in Fig. 7, Dynamic

Repartitioning conserves 6 percent of the energy consumed

by Cycle conserving.
Having more cores in a processor will lead to a greater

waste of energy when the performance demands on each

core are very different. The effect of Dynamic Repartitioning
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therefore grows with increasing core number. The corre-
sponding bars in Figs. 7b and 9b show that about 2 percent
of the energy was saved more when m ¼ 16 compared to
m ¼ 4. But, the difference is not as great as that obtained by
varying the relation between WCET and average cc.

As expected, Dynamic Core Scaling provides its best
results when the task load and average cc are low. When the
task load is 0.5 and the average cc is only 0.3, 26 percent of the
energy consumed by Cycle-conserving was saved (Fig. 8).
When the task load and average cc are high, however, the
power-optimal number of cores exceeds the number of cores
in the system; Dynamic Core Scaling thus provides no
additional benefit beyond Dynamic Repartitioning.

As Dynamic Core Scaling is founded on Dynamic
Repartitioning, the task load has less influence on its
effectiveness than the dynamic utilization. In other words,
even when the task load is high, as long as the average L of
the cores is low, then Dynamic Core Scaling will work well.
When the task load is 0.75 and the average cc is 0.3, for
example, Dynamic Core Scaling still reduced energy
consumption 9 percent to 17 percent more than Dynamic
Repartitioning alone.

Finally, it is apparent that increasing m strengthens the
effect of Dynamic Core Scaling. More cores means a finer
control over the power consumption and performance of
the processor. For example, consider the case of m ¼ 4,
U ¼ 3:0, and a task load of 0.75. Under these conditions, if
any core drops into the sleep state, then U will be 1.0. In the
equivalent case of m ¼ 16, U ¼ 12, and a task load of 0.75,
dropping one core only increase the task load to 0.80—that
is, by 0.05. In other words, the increase in average
performance demand caused by shrinking a core goes
down as the number of cores goes up. Dynamic Core
Scaling thus produces better results in processors with more
cores.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper tackles the problem of reducing power con-
sumption in a periodic real-time system using DVS on a
multicore processor. The processor is assumed to have the
limitation that all cores must run at the same performance
level.

To reduce the dynamic power consumption of such a
system, we suggest two algorithms: Dynamic Repartitioning
and Dynamic Core Scaling. The former is designed to reduce
mainly the dynamic power consumption, and the latter is for
the reduction of the leakage power consumption.

In the assumed environment, the best case dynamic
power consumption is obtained when all the processor
cores have the same performance demand. Dynamic
Repartitioning tries to maintain balance in the performance
demands by migrating tasks between cores during execu-
tion accompanying with deadline guarantee.

Leakage power is more important in multicore proces-
sors than in traditional unicore processors due to their
vastly increased number of integrated circuits. Indeed, a
major weakness of multicore processors is their high
leakage power under low loads. To relieve this problem,
Dynamic Core Scaling deactivates excessive cores by
exporting their assigned tasks to the other activated cores.

The suggested algorithms were evaluated by simulations
based on the system model and methodologies from
existing research. The evaluations show that Dynamic
Repartitioning can conserve up to 25 percent of the energy
consumed and that Dynamic Core Scaling can conserve up
to 40 percent. When the WFD algorithm is used to
determine the initial task partition, Dynamic Repartitioning
conserves about 8 percent, and Dynamic Core Scaling
conserves about 26 percent of the energy consumed.

As mobile real-time systems grow more common, the
demand for high-performance processors will also grow. It
seems likely that in the future, the throughput of processors
will be improved mainly by increasing the number of
integrated cores. The suggested algorithms efficiently
reduce both the dynamic power and leakage power of
multicore processors. They are, thus, expected to be useful
in mobile real-time systems of future.

On the other hand, the suggested algorithms do not take
into account all the characteristics of various target task sets.
In particular, if dependencies exist among the tasks or there
are patterns in the actual execution times, these heuristics
can be further improved by exploiting them.
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